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Egyptian Exchange Benchmark Index– Monthly (EGX30)

The monthly chart of the EGX 30 index is showing that the market had breached above the major resistance area of
11,700, bulls appeared aggressively pushing the index to rise toward the minor resistance area of 11,900 level. We are
expecting a confirmation of the breach above the side-way formation that was taking place during the past two years during the first quarter of the year 2022 that will led the index to breach above the resistance level of 12,050.
Meanwhile, the EGX 30 is testing the 11,900 resistance area and is now trading just above it which is considered as a minor support level. In the case of the bullish scenario, a break above 12,050 area will lead the index to the 12,400 resistance followed by the 13,000 areas, which is considered as a major levels.
In other words, EGX 30 will witness its major rise in case it breaks the 12,400 resistance range. Our first early bullish signal however, the first bullish signal is a confirmed breaching above 12,050 level.
The market is expected to face some slow down during this month before continuing the current trend reversal that is
targeting the 12,400 resistance level. As for the amplitude for this slow down or corrective wave we expect the index to
test the 11,760 support area before continuation of the current upward move.
Long-term investors are recommended to buy their positions near the aforesaid support area of 11,760 as we believe
that the index will reach much higher targets. As a rebound from the abovementioned support level will signal a medium
term signal toward the major resistance of 12,400 area. A confirmed break above this level will pave the way for a major
trend continuation.
For now, we still expecting a rise from the 11,760 level that will approach our first important resistance that lies at
12,400 area.

Egyptian Exchange Benchmark Index-Weekly

(EGX30)

The weekly chart for the Egyptian exchange benchmark index EGX 30 is showing that the index had breached above
the major resistance level that was formed around 11,700 level, the index is now hovering around our main resistance
area for intermediate term investors that is set around 12,000-12,050 support area. If the buying power appeared aggressively at the aforementioned area an intermediate term continuation signal will be triggered targeting the 12,400
resistance level once more.
It worth mentioning though; that we are bullish on the market for the intermediate term and we recommend investors
who are intermediate term in nature to buy the market at the next dip toward the 11,760-11,700 support area with a
protective stop level at the 11,500 area.

Egyptian Exchange Small Caps Index-weekly (EGX70)
The Egyptian exchange small caps index EGX 70
reached the major support area of 1,960–1,915 during the last month. The Egyptian exchange small cap
index weekly chart is showing that the index is trying to recover from the short term bear tend, if the
buying power appeared once more at the current
market levels, a sharp move will follow targeting
the 2,450 level .
We believe that this month will clarify what will
happen to the small caped stock and whether the
index will continue the intermediate term up trend
or another decline will take place.
Our advice to clients is to monitor the index closely
while testing the nearest resistance level of 2,250
and get ready for an upward move, our stop loss for
the short term is 1,900 area , and for the intermediate term is 1,780 support.

Relative performance of market main stocks

During the last month our main pool had changed a lot. And just for refreshing our memories our main pool that is consist of 50
stocks that are compared to the performance of the Egyptian exchange benchmark index EGX 30 is as follow ( ABUK, ACAMD,
AIFI, AIH, AJWA, AMOC, AREH, AUTO, BTFH, CCAP, CICH, CIEB, CIRA, CLHO, COM, DOMT, DSCW, EAST, EFID, EGCH, EGTS,
EKHO, ELWA, EMFD, ESRS, ETEL, EXPA, FWRY, GOCO, HELI, HRHO, IRON, ISMA, ISPH, JUFO, MNHD, OCDI, OIH, ORAS, ORHD,
ORWE, PHAR, PHDC, PIOH, PORT, RMDA, RTVC, SKPC, SWDY, TMGH).
As we can notice that AUTO out preformed everyone followed by PHDC then EKHO, we will notice also that EGTS, and ORHD
started to show as best performers; while OIH and MNHD failed us and decline during the last month; the worst performer of
the list continued to be AIFI, GOCO, and ELWA during this month too.
It is clearly noticeable that CICH and PHAR are starting to show some strength and are expected to rise un soon, on the other
hand the outperformers OIH, EDFM and MNHD is starting to decline while AJWA, EGTS, PHAR and EGCH are starting to improve.
However; there are a group of stocks that are hovering in the mid-range is starting to show a great improvement in their performance and are expected to rise during this month to out preform the market main index EGX 30 this group of stocks are as follow: CICH, PHAR, JUFO and TMGH. Moreover; another group of the same range is stating to show a great weakness and are
expected to decline during the next month which are: OCDI, EAST, RMDA and ORAS.
From what we mentioned we are recommending the following stocks for the next MONTH. As the 1st pick will choose AJWA
then CICH, EGTS, EGCH, TMGH, PHAR and AUTO respectively. And we will advice investors to avoid OIH, CLHO, CIRA, EAST, and
OCDI.
We will keep updating this performance of the stocks each month to know which stock are reviving and which are deteriorating
in their performance.
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